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I begin with the meeting where the Lord said, "Give Me My Bride". It starts the picture He wants us to see and understand.

Meeting 6-19-2020, RS
Wash - Started hearing the Hallelujah song.
HP - I was now hearing the chorus to the Hallelujah song and it was loud.
HH - Give Me My Bride / you know what it takes / you understand / tell them it's legal / I cannot change the purity of My Bride to accommodate their beliefs / it's a Holy matter, a legal matter / did I not tell you you have to love Me more than people? / yes, Lord / let's move on / you know what I mean / if you knew judgement day was tomorrow, would you be revealing their errors? / give them a chance / they need to know the truth of the bigger picture / Satan is using your carnal love to keep you from speaking / I say speak / but it's your decision.

I remember when He gave me those words, "Give Me My Bride." I thought, "Who am I to be able to do something like that? How could I do this?" I've known for some time that what the Bride is and is called to do is a legal thing already written in heaven and cannot be changed! When I heard, "I cannot change the purity of My Bride to accommodate their beliefs" I started understanding what the Lord was talking about. I realized what I could do to help bring the manifested purified Bride forth for the Lord and it has to do with the people I have encountered who have not followed what the Lord said from His own mouth concerning statutes and protocols! Let's look at some of what the Lord has said about His statutes in His Last Days:

Meeting 1-28-2019, RS
HP - Be ever so overwhelming with the truth
HH - My truths take care of themselves / choices, choices, choices people must make / make these choices clear / it takes sacrifices to truly follow Me / Those who make these sacrifices shall be called great in the My Kingdom / but My love extends to all / I am a just GOD / I am full of mercy and grace / But those who walk with Me don't need My grace and mercy / It's a wonderful place to be in My Kingdom, "walking fully with Me, walking in My statues / I love all My people / you saw this in Heaven / remember the tears, all caused by the false doctrines of men / again I say, be overwhelming with the truth.
(I sat in silence pondering for a while to hear HIM again.)
Walking in My calendar properly is a part of My statutes in these Last Days / I have revealed this / the statutes for My Bride are being revealed in these Last Days / shirk not away from this truth / Amen
We need to explore some basic things already on the Lord's site because the whole site has to do with bringing the Lord's Bride to be manifest in the earth legally. One of those basic truths is, God said, "The Lord your God is not a critical God but a God of absolute truth."

What did the Lord reveal when He said, the statutes for My Bride are being revealed in these Last Days. It's easy to see if applying."He is a God of absolute truth," that being, the statutes for the Lord's Bride are not in the Bible. Everything is not in the Bible! The Bible actually reveals this fact in more than one place but here is one place:

Daniel 12:9
And he said, Go your way, Daniel: for the words are closed up and sealed till the time of the end.

The Lord has revealed we are in His third Day, it's at least the beginning of end times! We are in a transition period from Church age to Kingdom age! It's easy to see on the front page of the Lord's site.

For years I have wanted to understand the fine lines of the difference in being in the spotless Bride of Christ and being a guest at the Marriage Feast of the Lamb. The group here has been functioning, doing Golden Meetings, Judgement Meetings, Portrayals, keeping records, and distributing the Lord's tithe according to His Rhema instructions for years. Because we have been doing this the Lord has been able to demonstrate His truths and reveal fine lines in a very loving manner. He has been able to move us into some of the workings of His Kingdom government.

During all these years we have had people come and go. This has given God a way to teach us or say something revealing His character, what He was going to do, or simply just make a point revealing a good or bad thing. When He does these things it is educational. In the following I have underlined some of the important things the Lord wants revealed pertaining to what I'm going to talk about concerning His Statutes.

Pitfall concerning the Lord's Statutes

The Lord calls this site His site and He told us to quit calling it our site. Some will say that's big headed and prideful of me and those here also to say that but it's not. It's about obedience, nothing more, nothing less. The Lord says it's His site because He has spent years giving us information and then demonstrating it to be true. The Lord had to tell us to create the site. The Lord told us in the beginning, "What you are doing is for other people!" We are living in the Lord's Third Day and He has given statutes and protocols (because of His Kingship) for those who want to walk in His Kingdom reign with Him in His Third Day as His Married Bride! Understand what He said, "The statutes for My Bride are being revealed in these Last Days!" Let it soak in!

The spotless Bride of Christ is here and functioning. I didn't say Married, I said spotless. According to the Lord She is getting close to being married though! Years ago the Lord told me people would pass by His Bride and not know it. This is happening now. I've been watching it. The Lord's Bride is manifest in the earth and the world is unaware of it, the religious don't know it nor understand it. It's just like when Jesus was here in the physical, the world was unaware of it, the religious didn't know it nor understand it. But Jesus was here for a purpose and it's the same now with the Lord's Bride, She is here for a purpose. It's an invisible thing in the spirit realm!

I have watched the Lord gently mold people, changing and doing things inside them, bringing them to understand His statutes and protocols we are to function in in the
Lord's Third Day as Christians. He has shown us and taught us the "Whys"! You see His Kingdom is a theocracy and the Lord actually appoints people to positions and gives them authority in those positions. We are not talking about the five fold, it's beyond that although those anointings still exist.

This brings me to why the Lord said this to me: **I cannot change the purity of My Bride to accommodate their beliefs.** The Lord said this to me because I have watched some people change or simply disregard various parts of the Lord's (rhema) spoken statutes and protocols because of their beliefs or dislikings. The Lord knew I could address some of the various problems He is talking about when He said to me, "Give Me My Bride". I came to know what He wanted of me because I watched all these things happen that I'm going to share that hinder people from being in the Lord's Bride. In some cases they may think they are in the Lord's Bride but they are still guests at the Marriage Feast.

When the Lord first brought this group together teaching us about His Bride He revealed, "A person can be in a meeting and not be in the Bride!" I have written about this before on this site. The Lord showed me a meeting room where people met in a circle and the Bride was represented in the middle of the circle as a white substance like a thin mist. You could sit around the edge of the circle and not be in the pure Bride in the middle and be in the meeting. So what is that white substance, that thin mist in the middle of the meeting representing the Lord's Bride? It's the Lord's statutes and protocols He has ordained for His Bride to walk in. Did He not say, "It's a wonderful place to be in My Kingdom, walking fully with Me, walking in My statutes?" Remember the difference between the Spotless Bride and the Harlot is in people's acts as a church. Remember the Lord said, "I cannot change the purity of My Bride to accommodate their beliefs"

Let me introduce you to a person I'll call person "B." A person the Lord has used and loved along with everyone else here. In this picture presented you will be able to see the Love of the Lord clear to the end of the picture the Lord wants me to reveal. There is something the Lord said revealing His Love.

I had known person "B" was not doing some things correctly. The Lord brought my attention to person "B," interjecting me into the situation by giving me the following scene in the night:

**Scene,** I was speaking to the group (here) and I told them I needed to see person "B." I knew person "B" was off somewhere by themself. It seemed I knew where person "B" was and nobody else did.

I knew the scene was correct and wanted the situation to move on. One problem at the time of this picture, person "B" was disbelieving the Lord's given statute of the Bride celebrating but not "portraying" the Spring Feast days. Remember, the Lord said, "The statutes for My Bride are being revealed in these Last Days!" The Lord revealed two times the spirit of Python was involved with Person "B's" unbelief. The Lord was wanting Person "B" delivered. The Lord also revealed in a scene in the night that Person "B" could hear God but that Python could operate anytime without Person "B" knowing it. This was something I already knew but the Lord was revealing it was going to happen again. It did, and time passed without person "B" changing their mind. So in a meeting the Lord surprised me with His words revealing a hidden picture I didn't know myself! He wants the picture known so others don't fall into the same trap of the enemy or one like it:
Meeting 11-24-2019, RS
HH - Significant things coming / preparations for My moves / My love can seem hard at times / some things needs be / I did not say what's coming would be easy for you / believe Me, I will be and am with you / Person "B", Person "B", Person "B" /
It's Person "B"s" choice / Person "B" can become a part of what I am doing at any time / I'm moving on with My Bride / you know, you understand / My love for Person "B" has not decreased and neither has yours.

What picture did the Lord just reveal? Its Person "Bs" choice / Person "B" can become a part of what I am doing at any time / I'm moving on with My Bride. I was somewhat surprised because I realized the Lord had just revealed one of the differences between the Golden people in the picture who know how to do meetings, and those who are transparent, who are the "Purified Bride" in the right column. The Lord just revealed in real life how a person can be in a Golden Meeting and not be in the pure Bride represented by the white mist in the middle of a meeting I talked about earlier. Simply put, Person "B" is not in the purified Bride because person "B" is not walking in one of the statutes the Lord gave for His Creation Calendar.

Remember, the Lord simply cannot change the purity of His Bride to accommodate people's beliefs. The Lord has clearly revealed more of what is required to be in the purified Bride. It's up to people where they want to be, 1: not involved 2: as a guest at the Wedding Supper or 3: in the Lord's Bride. A fact: We must walk in the Lord's Creation Calendar properly to be in the Married Bride.

Something I've realized:

All of Man's calendars have to be adjusted at some point. The Jewish calendar has to be adjusted. In Uncharted Waters the Lord revealed we had to find His calendar. Well, the Lord gave us His Creation Calendar and guess what? There are no adjustments in His Creation Calendar. No need for any adjustments, it just flows through the years, year after year. Why? He is a God of order and simplicity! I'm going to share something that to me helps reveal just how orderly God is. It's off the statutes subject but I think worth sharing here:

Meeting 7-8-2020, RS
...the big picture, the big picture
HH - rest in Me / we are gearing up, gearing up / waver not / look forward to each step / I am an orderly God / My war plans are orderly / specific instructions I will give / be not slack in them / undo the enemy / ways never known before / There is time for
I hope you see how orderly God is. His Creation calendar is orderly, no adjustments needed. We are seeing the beginnings of the Lord's promise found in Uncharted Waters of what will happen after we found the Lord's Calendar!

*(from Meeting 1-28-2019, RS)*

*Walking in My calendar properly is a part of My statutes in these Last Days / I have revealed this / the statutes for My Bride are being revealed in these Last Days*

**Flowchart pitfalls**

A lot of people have learned to flowchart and have their own flowcharts. This is great but you don’t want to disassociate yourselves from the Lord's Corporate Flow Chart. Let me share what the Lord said about a couple I know who are called to the Bride who know how to keep personal flowcharts. I'll refer to them as Persons "C and D."

*Meeting 10-13-14, RS*

...center on Me every time / be not predisposed / all of this is cleansing for the Bride and the Man Child / continue on as you are / Person's "C and D" left My Flow Chart / they have theirs / there is but one Corporate Flow Chart / teach the people it is My Flow Chart / you know what I showed you years ago / stagger not / it is possible

Here is one of the things the Lord showed me years ago: That it takes a lot of people feeding into a Corporate Flow Chart for it to be as the Lord wants it done. This doesn't work with just a couple of people. People using their own flow chart, disregarding the Lord's Corporate Flow Chart, leaves openings for Python to operate. Person "B," because of Python, was disregarding the Lord's Corporate Flow Chart.

**Judgement Meetings Pitfalls**

Another pitfall has to do with Judgement Meetings. The Lord said to me, "Judgement Meetings are a big part of His Kingdom reign!" So we see having Judgement Meetings is certainly a statute of the Lord for the Bride to observe! I don't know the fine lines here but I do know we have people here who don't take part in Judgement Meetings physically for several reasons, but if they have an important question about something they are quick to submit a question to the Lord in our Judgement Meetings. I will get an Ok in a Judgement Meeting before I put this writing up on the Lord's site. Too many things are important in our lives (in following Him) to not inquire of the Lord about Major things in Judgement Meetings. I know people whom the Lord told to have Judgement Meetings but they don't do them because they don't like to do them. They are certainly not in the Lord's Bride! Corrections to us come easily in Judgement Meetings done correctly. The Lord made a way but some people don't want to use that way.
Another simple example of a Pitfall:

On this site it is revealed that we are to record our dreams, visions, and words for our flowcharts. The Lord revealed the Harlot is too lazy and doesn't have time to do this.

I had a person tell me they can tell whether a dream came from God. They basically said if the dream is not clear and complete or they can’t remember parts of the scenes, etc. it is not from God. They don't record it. I had a scene in the night right after listening to this person. It was revealed in that scene this person did not have a right to even be speaking! The Lord didn't want me to pick up any of what this person said as being a truth. It's just best to write every thing down so we can let the Lord work with it.

Closing

No-one has to change, correcting what they are doing because of what I have written here. The Lord has revealed over and over He loves His people and it's His people's choice whether they are in His Bride or not. You can see His "Heart" on the matter though by the Lord saying, "Give Me My Bride." So here I share, for me it is a blessing to see part of how the Lord uses the Bride and the First Fruit of the Man Child to change the course of nations. Oh yes, I have been watching this happen for some time. I know it's just a start but everything starts somewhere. I just encourage anyone who is called to be in the Lord's Bride. But know that the Lord said, "It takes sacrifice to walk in His calendar." I can tell you from experience it does.

Meeting 1-28-2019, RS

HP - CC, Be ever so overwhelming with the truth
HH - My truths take care of themselves / choices, choices, choices people must make / make these choices clear / it takes sacrifices to truly follow Me / Those who make these sacrifices shall be called great in My Kingdom / but My love extends to all / I am a just GOD / I am full of mercy and grace / But those who walk with Me don't need My grace and mercy / It's a wonderful place to be in My Kingdom, walking fully with Me, walking in My statutes / I love all My people / you saw this in heaven / remember the tears, all caused by the false doctrines of men / again I say, be overwhelming with the truth. (I sat in silence pondering for a while to hear HIM again.) Walking in My calendar properly is a part of My statutes in these Last Days / I have revealed this / the statutes for My Bride are being revealed in these Last Days / shirk not away from this truth / amen